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Walk Through Laumeier With Me! 

While everyone is keeping themselves and others safe by staying at home, the staff at Laumeier want 
to bring you, your family, your student or friend on a virtual tour through our Interactive Park + Map! 
See if you can follow along this electronic path using the clues hidden in my directions!  

Start the scavenger hunt by entering the Park’s north entrance, located near the intersection of Geyer 
and Rott Road. 

 

Black, blue, yellow and red! This sculpture brings friends together but can also keep them apart. Run 
around it, through it or try to jump to see above it. This artist wishes for a playful connection 
between art and its visitors.  

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

Let’s find a parking spot nearest the buildings. Can you find a sculpture with a message that is upside 
down??  

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

COYOTE, SHAKEN, TOTEM, & SPOOKY! This sculpture illuminates the jet-black pavement with sinister 
poetics at night. Can you imagine some of the words it might project? 

 

 

We begin to walk through the concrete plaza and come across an important sculpture. Stacking and 
repetition creates a monument to building civilizations throughout history and its changes as a result 
of culture. 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

We continue on the paved pathway until we see this sculpture by Ernest Trova, a founder of the 
Sculpture Park. This reflective, humanoid figure is part of a larger series about human nature. 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapTour/index.html?appid=e61db5ce0fa14e4a8980e67a5f58aca9
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We are going to cross over to the parking lot and hit some trails! My favorite entrance is the one with 
the accessible ramp, where you get the best view of this sculpture. 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

We finally hit the trails and run into this sculpture. It is a great example of positive and negative 
space. Appreciate its precise carpentry while imagining the view from inside! 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

We must cross the creek in order to continue on this trail and see more art! Which sculpture will 
allow us to cross while showing our reflection in nature? 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

This trail is full of art and nature. If we were physically here, we would hear birds chirping, leaves 
rustling, wind blowing and the creek running. Imagine all the plants and animals you would see. How 
many dogs can you imagine petting after they run through this sculpture? 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

We continue through the woods toward the back of the Park to see a sculpture inspired by cultural 
and religious references. Check out this link to view this recently completed conservation project 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

We’ve been (virtually) walking for some time now so let’s take a break! We can have a snack at a 
picnic table at this site. You can rent some or all of these spaces out anytime of the year excluding the 
summer months when we are in Summer Art Camp season! 

 

MAP #  /  WHERE ARE WE? 

 

Shapes, colors, textures and height! We can observe leaves on branches a little better on this 
brightly-colored, interactive sculpture. 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

https://www.laumeiersculpturepark.org/press-1
http://www.laumeiersculpturepark.org/event-rentals/
https://www.laumeiersculpturepark.org/artcamp
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Climb the hill and walk through our Minimalist/ Late Contemporary collection. Be careful not to fall 
into this sculpture! 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

What’s that big red thing? The artist wants us to rethink humankind’s massive impact on our natural 
environment. Using discarded oil drums, this sculpture’s brightly painted surface and size makes it 
stand out amongst the landscape to make a huge statement! What two complementary colors do you 
see? 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

Our physical presence at the Park usually keeps our deer population away. Hopefully, they will get to 
come out and enjoy some art while we are all staying safe at home! Which sculpture depicts this 
curious creature? 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

As we walk across the open field and cross the paved trail, we see many sculptures together. Stop 
and gaze at this sculpture that seems eerily familiar.  

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

It’s time to go home and rest after this fun virtual hike. Before we part, there is one more sculpture to 
visit. You may sit (respectfully) in its lap while watching your fragmented reflection dance against 
colorful tiles and stones. It’s my favorite spot to end any exciting tour! 

 

MAP #  /  ARTIST  / TITLE OF ARTWORK 

 

What a long day full of art and nature! Virtual, but safe. We cannot wait to see everyone back at the 
Park soon. Remember this cyber tour the next time you visit and experience it in real life! 

 


